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ABSTRACT 
Trophic sta:e l'ldex systems provide a framework tor data summary.lnterpretatlor:. and communica
t,on. Carlson s Indices can be viewed as reexpresslons of bivariate regression analyses derived from 
phosphorus-limited. northern, natural lakes. Several studies have shown that lakes or reservoirs which 
are nitrogen limited and/or have relatively high concentrations of non-algal turbidity tend to deviate 
In vanous ways from these regressions. These deviations are "problems" only if miSinterpreted but 
limit the use of the index system for comparisons or ran kings within certain regions and/or types of 
impoundme!1ts. Analysis of data from 65 Corps of Engineer impoundments indicates that a classifica
tion or index system which incorporates effects of nitrogen and non-algal turbidity would be of more 
general use in reservoirs. A principal components analysis is used to summarize impoundment response 
OC'1a into two composite variables which explain 93 percent of the variance in the original measurements 
The first component is interpreted as a quantitative dimension which reflects the total amounts of 
nutrients and light extinction in the water column. The second is a qualitative dimension which reflects 
tne partitioning of nutrients and light extinction between organic and inorganic forms. Basically, this 
system takes advantage of the fact that some of the deviations from a Carlson-type index system are 
sl'stematic a'1d contain informalian on the partitioning of nutrients and light extinction. If the objective 
Ie a concise sJ:rmary 0' water quality data. tnformation on both d,me'1SIOns proVides a more som
plete description of reservoir water quality than any single composite variable or Index 

INTRODUCTION 

Tro;Y')I: state Index sys:erns provide a framework for 
summarizing. Interpreting. and communicating water 
quality information. While the concept o' a continuous 
index 'S m:y,? real:stlc t~dn t'la! 01 a d,screte classifi
cation SVS!E:rr its use :;", :":ES SifTlp!iflcation and can· 
not ::.,:!rvp 25" cor:lpiele sc;tlstnute for ar,alYSls and In· 
lerprpr::;llDn of ',:rCIVlclua: rpeasuremenls. Of the prac· 
!:23 2"iJ C-J,."r-')f:I::-,:l '~~"L1ts~ :;' .... ::;. ity rr!c~asl..,;re:-·netl:::. ch'or

opr~~ c 1.5- tl-iE: rn:.!~~~ dire:: :fl:Jfca:or of cliga! standing 
crop I;: diSCl.;::,:,ej b)' Car,son 119(3) given triat there 
are es:nlate~ of mean :.;c-:orof,rlyli a derlveo trom ade
qua~t S.2I~~·;~ll;rlC prccrarrs v\ ate~ bodIes can be ranked 
and Lli:b::.:f!e~- L,2<:,ec on ,'1ese measurements alone 
afld tner'f' V,CoUIC be flO neea for more elaborate "Index 
systems' Tn!s aDproa::;~ is limited. however. bv (1) 
l\Iear:.~ii,',,~,es rr chioroph:.: a as an Indicator which can 
be attributed to variations In ch!orophyll afbiomass 
ratios. Clf'ld (2' ;yac~lcal G ;flcultiP.S in obtaining statls
liea;:)' reliable estimates of meaf'l (or especially. max
Imum) cr\lur()p~lyn a C::lncentrations from limited 
mO'litorif'lQ (Jate because of the relatively high tefT'
pora l or spatial vanabili!, that may occur Within a 
given w8ler body and growing season. These pro
blems suggest that interpretations should al so be 
based upon o~her types c·' neasurements related to 
trophiC state includ!'lQ :'21'1Sparency and nutrle'lt 
concentrations. Cornpilca' ons arise whei1 more than 
one va~:able IS introduced because an underiYlng 
mOdel must be assumed. 

Carlson's i1977) index system and its descendants 
(Walker. 1979; Kratzner and Brezonik, 1981; Osgood. 
1982) can be viewed as simple transformations of 
b.lvariate regression equations derived from popula
~.Ions. of lakes. While the index system IS 
mUltivariate" in the sense that more than one type of 
~easurement is considered, it is one-dimensional in 

e sense that It assumes a unique relationship be
each measurement and a common scale. The 

IU"',""in~ model is that phosphorus exclusively con-
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troiS chlorophy!1 and transparency. VI/he" appileo 10 
data from a given lake. deviations among thE various 
versions of the index will arise from cO~lbi'latio'1s 0: 
(1,1 random sarnp!lng afld a~lalyti:.a ",,'CYo, a::d (2i el· 
tec~5: of dete~rn,'ltstlc fa:to"~ v..".,:~i a"f' no~ C':"~'" 

sidered if' !rIc unde'IY"lg ,!iOue: /.\S o'scussec; t,1, 
Walker (1979) awJ ",ra~z'le' 2:':: 8 r ewni k :1921 . ai'=' 
Osgood (1932; 8v8:Zj'J,n; tnt:, Ir',j8; \'E:"S<i"'\~ r\e;~~:~' 1.:' 
reduce the effec:ts o~ ."c:ldof!' oa!2 e!-rO:5 6llC irJ:::)r

Dorates information from each type of ~)easure"nent 
If model errors lactrrbuted to flltroge'l Ilmlla!lor; or tur· 
bldlty. for example) arE responSible- for large devia, 
tion~ arTIOflC the Index versions, aVE:-raglilQ can tl€': n-iis
leading ant results Wlli be In error If phosp~10rus 
and!i:)r transparet")cy IndiCP~ are used lr: :he absence 
of cnlorophyll a measurements. Osgood 11982) and 
Carlson (1983) present frameworks for Interpreting 
systematic deviatIOns among the indices In relation to 
various deterministic factors: thiS is one of thp mr;st 
useful applications for the index system because it 
places lake cO'ldi:ion::: ;'ltO p8's~)ect:\ie an:.: when con
sidered along with other lake c"aracterls~lcs car. pro
vide insights into controlling factors other than prlos
phorus. 

SiGnificant aev:atlc,ns amonc Cwlsol'·tvpe Indices 
hal'E'~ been s'lo"vr wher the\ are o;:Jp!lec Ie) jata from 
some reservOirs (Carlson. 1980: Walker. '19801. Some of 
these deViations reflect systematic Influences of non
algal turbidity on chlorophyll production and trans
parency at a given phosphorus level. Nitrogen limita
tion also causes systematic deviations when applied 
to lake or reservoir data (Carlson. 1980: Kratzner and 
Brezonik, 1981)_ 

This paper describes a classification system for 
reservoirs which explicitly considers effects of turbidi· 
ty and nitrogen, in addition to those considered in a 
Carlson-type system. This involves a basic change in 
model structure which goes beyond simple recalibra· 
tion of the existing framework. The analysis is based 
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upon surface-layer, growing-season means of chloro
phyll a, transparency, organic nitrogen, and com
pOSite nutrient concentration derived from 65 Corps of 
Engineer impoundments (Walker, 1983)_ 

Composite nutrient concentration is computed 
from total phosphorus and total nitrogen concentra
tions and has been designed as a measure of nutrient 
supply that is independent of whether phosphorus or 
nitrogen is limiting (Walker, 1983): 

Xpn = [P-2 + ((N -150)/12)-2]-.5 

where. 
Xpn = composite nutrient concentration (mgfm3i 
P = total phosphorus (mg/m3) 
N = total nitrogen (mg/m3) 

At high NIP ratios, the expression is independent of 
nitrogen and approaches the total phosphorus con
centration_ At low NIP ratiOS, it is independent of 
phosphorus and approaches (N -150)/12. The para· 
meters used in computing the composite nutrient con
centration are based upon partitioning models which 
relate organic nitrogen and particulate phosphorus 
concentrations to chlorophyll a and nonalgal turbidity 
(Walker, 1983). The nitrogen intercept (150 mglm3) 
reflects an average organic nitrogen component 
which is uncorrelated with chlorophyll a or turbidity. 
The intercept is needed to stabilize the ratio of organic 
N to particulate phosphorus (12) over the range of 
observed chlorophyll a values. Use of compos'le 
nutrient concentration as a trophic state Index IS an 
alternative to the scheme proposed by Kratzner and 
Brezonlk (1981) involving the minimum of Carlson·ty:,e 
phosphoruo. and nitrogen Indices 

RelationshiPS among the previo:.;s measuremen:s 
atE sho,'v'n In Figure 1. USing d,fjereni symbols to 
olstlngulsh reserVOirs With chlorophyll transparency 
::r:::juct~ ab:)vE o~ld be I ':)Vt.' 10 rng/Ji':'. This vaj\j:
dlvl·jes !rle data set roughiy IP hal; As dlscu::;sed Ir

, 

"lOrE detail later. this prod:.;c! IS proportional to Ilgn', 
IliTillee productlvil) ane te the fraction of light extinc
tion attributed to chlorophyl' and chlo:opnyli-relaleo 
substances. The symbol dlstrrbutlons suggest that 
each 0' the blvanate relationships IS influenced to 
some extfnt by the chlorophylHransparency product. 
The chlorophyll versus nutrient piot indicates that 
reservoirs in which chlorophyll accounts for a major 
portion of light extinction also show a higher response 
to nutrient concentrations. Some of this influence IS 
spurious because the chlorophyll value determines 
the vertical scale and partially determines the s),mbo'. 
The organic nitrogen versus composite nutrrent plot IS 
tree of spurious correlation. however, and shows a 
similar symbol distribution. particularly at high 
nutrient concert;atlo:ls. 

One measure 0: the performance of an Index 
system I::. the extent to which It explains varrance and 
covarrance among the orrginal measurements. ThiS. In 
turn. reflects the generality of the underlYing model 
and the amount of "lost" Information when the index 
summarizes water quality conditions (Reckhow, 1981). 
Table 1 summarrzes the performance of various one
dimenSional and two-dimensional index systems ap
plied to CE reservoir data_ 

The one-dimensional systems are similar in concept 
to Carlson's (1977) and explain between 62.9 percent 
and 77_3 percent of the total variance in all four 
measurements. Principal components analyses have 
been found useful in previous developments of 
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regional trophic state indices tor laKes (::ihannon and 
Brezonik, 1972) (Boland, 1976) and other type\) of 
classification problems (Harris, 1975). The first prin
cipal component (PC-1) defined in Table 1 captures 
82.2 percent of the source variance. While PC-1 is 
analogous to an "average Carlson index", two reser
voirs can have similar PC-1 values but very different 
chlorophyll a concentrations, as described below. 
thus, it is risky to define PC-1 as a "trophiC state in
dex." 

Two-dimensional index systems explain Significant
ly higher percentages of the source variance. A 
system based upon the first two principal components 
explains 95.5 percent (Fig. 2). The second component 
accounts for 13.3 percent (or 75 percent of that re
maining after consideration of PC-1) and is controlled 
largely by variations in the product of chlorophyll and 
transparency, since the signs and magnitudes of 
these terms are nearly identical. Because of the cor· 
relations discussed later, the classification system 
can be simplified by treating the composite nutrient 
concentration as the first dimension and the 
chlorophyll-transparency product as the second. The 
revised system (Fig. 3) captures 91.6 percent of the 
variance in the individual measurements. 

Correlations between the principal components and 
impoundment characteristics are listed in Table 2, 
along with a series of multiple regreSSion equations 
which help to provide physical interpretations. While 
PC-1 is strongly correlated with each of the individual 
measurements. PC-2 IS strongly correlated with com
posite variables. such as the chlorophyll-transparency 
product (r = .99) and the ratio of chlorophyll a to 
limiting nutrient concentration (r = .87). 

The first principal component can be Interpreted as 
a quantitatIVe factor which reflects total concentra· 
,Ions. a'1d Dartlcularly. the to:al nutrient supply (Xpn:. 
Tne second com:Jonent can be Interpreted as a 
qualitative faclor which reflects the partitioning of 
II;Chl ExtlrC:le" and nutrients between algal a'1d non· 
algal c::)mporlents. Basec upon kinetiC theories of 
algal wowt!"l. the chiorophyll-Secchi product is also 
proportional to the areal primary production rate in a 
mlxec. totally-absorbing surface layer under light· 
limited conditions (Oskam. 1973) The revised classifi
cation system permits Isolation of the composite 
nutrient concentration along one dimenSion, which 

Table 1.-Peformance of various index systems. 

Percent 01 Variance Explained 

Index Chi-a Xpn Org·N Secchi 

One·Dimensional Indices 

Cril·a 100.0 59.8 71.5 31.4 

XCHl 59.8 1000 77.1 72.8 

OrsoN Ii .5 77.1 100.0 45.0 

SE::.ctl ,,-,4 728 45.0 100.0 

PCl 78.3 93.7 84.5 72.6 

Two·Dimensional Indices 

pc·, & PC-2 97.9 95.5 87.2 96.5 
Xpn & SOS 90.1 100.0 84.1 87.5 

all slatlstlCS on log scales 
pc 1, PC·2 = pnnclpal components oj covariance matrix. 

PC·l = .554 log(8) + .359 10glNorg) + .583 log (Xpnl - 10g1S) 
PC·2 = .689 log(8) + .162 10glNorg) - .205 10g(Xpn) + .676 10g(S) 
8 = chlorophyll. Img/m3) 
Norg = organic nitrogen (mg/m3) 

Xpn = composite nutrient concentration (mg/m3) 
S : Secchl depth (m) 

Total 

67.0 

77.3 

70.0 
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82.2 
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91.6 
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can be interpreted as a causal factor rather than a 
system response (Carlson, 1983). Information on both 
dimensions provides a more complete picture of varia
tions in chlorophyll, transparency, and organic 
nitrogen concentrations than can be derived from any 
of the one-dimensional systems. 

The vectors shown in Figures 2 and 3 depict direc
tions of increasing response measurements, based 
upon the multiple regressions presented in Table 2. 
These regressions should not be applied outside of 
the ranges of data shown in the figures_ The two
dimensional aspect of the classification system is 
reflected by the divergence of the vectors. Projects 
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with the highest chlorophyll a concentrations tend .to 
be located in the upper right corner of the plots, where 
nutrient supply and light-limited productivity are both 
relatively high. Of the other three measurements, the 
organic nitrogen vector is most similar to the chloro
phyll a vector_ This reflects the fact that' organic 
nitrogen concentrations are only weakly correlated 
with nonalgal turbidity levels_ 

Figure 4 verifies the chlorophyll distribution by 
using different symbols to depict variations in chloro
phyll concentration. Observed chlorophyll a contours 
are shown in relation to those predicted by the multi
ple regression equation in Table 2. The plot shows 
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1.-Relationships among reservoir trophic state indicators1• 

B'S > 10 mg/m', "chloroPhyll-dominated"; (+) B'S < 10 mg/m', "turbidity-dominated"; B = chlorophyll B (mg/m'): S " Secchl (m) 

, 
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Figure 2.-CE reservoirs distributed on PC-2 versus PC-l 
Axes1. 

• Arrows show directions of increasing chlorphyll B. transparency, organic 
nitrogen, and composite nutrient concentrations, based upon multiple regres
s,on eQuations In Table 2. 

that, at a given nutrient level, chlorophyll a concentra
tions can vary systematically by as much as eightfold 

(.S fog- units}, depending upon the second component. 
Since chlorophyll concentrations must be known in 
order to compute the second dimension, Figure 4 and 
the regression equation are useful only for data inter
pretation. A theoretically-based model for predicting 
chlorophyll as a function of phosphorus, nitrogen, 
nonalgal turbidity, depth, and predictive flushing rate 
has been developed for use in a predictive mode 
(Walker, 1983). 

Figure 5 compares the distributions of 65 CE reser
voirs, 15 TVA reservoirs (Higgins and Kim, 1981), and 
73 natural lakes sampled by the EPA National Eutro
phication Survey (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1978). 
Because total nitrogen concentrations are required for 
computation of composite nutrient concentrations, 
but were not measured by the EPAINES in norH',
central and northeastern States, the lakes data are 
primarily from middle and southern latitudes of the 
United States. While a wide range of nutrient con
centrations is apparent for each group, the distribu
tion of chlorophyll-transparency products tends to be 
higher for the lakes. A clear distinction between TVA 

Table 2.-lmpoundment characteristics IIersus two-dimensional Index systems. 

Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients: 

Index System 

II Std. 
Variable PC-1 PC-2 Xpn B*S Mean Dell. 

Chlorophyll a .885 .443 .774 .564 .89 .37 

Organic nitrogen .919 .167 .878 .280 2.63 .23 

Secchi depth -.852 .490 -.853 .368 .05 .32 

Composite nutrient .968 - .137 1.000 .017 1 47 .::~ 

Noqa!ga l turbidity .610 - .756 .670 - .662 -22 3c 

Chi-a' Secchi .144 986 0' 7 1000 .9': :):: 

C'1i·aiXpq -.070 .870 -.285 .827 - .58 .24 

Mean 2.27 .77 .89 1.47 

Stanoard deViation .58 24 37 .35 

Multiple Regression Equations: 

Coefficients 

System I Intercept PC-1 PC-2 R2 SE2 

Chl-a -.899 .554 .689 .979 .0028 

Org·N 1.691 .359 162 .872 .0069 

Xpn .304 .583 - .205 .955 .0057 

Secchl .605 -.474 .676 .965 .0036 

Turbidity - .176 .393 - 1.208 .944 0081 

Chl-a • Secchl -.295 .080 1.365 .993 .0008 

Chl·a ! Xpn - 1.203 - .028 .894 .761 .0144 

Coefficients 

System II Intercept Xpn B*S R2 SE2 

Chl-a - .858 .794 .617 .901 .0136 

Org·N 1.623 .567 .185 .841 .0085 

Xpn .000 1.000 .000 1.000 .0000 

Secchi .858 -.794 .382 .875 .0136 

Turbidity -.556 .729 -.777 .903 .0141 

Chi-a' Secchi .000 .000 1.000 1.000 .0000 
Chl-a I Xpn -.859 -.206 .618 .774 .0136 

all statlsttcs computed on log scales 
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tribut;u)' and mainstem impoundments is also ap
parent. Turbidity and flushing rate are more important 
as controlling factors in the latter. 

Analysis of additional data from Vermont (Walker, 
1982) and Minnesota (Osgood, 1982) indicates that 
chlorophyll-transparency products in northern lakes 
tend to exceed 10 mg/m2 and most are outside of the 
range in which light-limitation effects are likely to be 
important. At high values, variations in chlorophyll
transparency products are probably related more to 
effects of different algal species (Osgood, 1982) and 
mixing regimes (metalimnetic algal populations) on 
the chlorophyll-Secchi relationship than to variations 
in nonalgal turbidity. A strong correlation between 
nutrient partitioning (chlorophyll/nutrient) and light 
partitioning (chlorophyll x transparency) would not 
be expected in this range. 

In summary, a two-dimensional classification 
system that describes nutrient supply and potential 
light-limited productivity provides a more complete 
summary of reservoir water quality than is possible 
with a one-dimensional system. A principal com
ponents analysis yields quantitative and qualitative 
dimensions which account for 95.5 percent of the 
variance in four measurements. The second compo
nent (chlorophyll-transparency product) explains 75 
percent of the variance remaining after consideration 

Figure 3.-CE reserVOirs distributed on S'S versus Xpn 
Axes1• 

1 Arrows sho,.,. dIrections of Increasing chlorophyll 8. transparenCY. organic 
nitrogen. ana composite nutrient concentrations, based upon multiple regres
Sion equatIOns Jr. Table 2 
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II"IVI"MIL. ~ I A rus 

of the first component and 75 percent of the devia· 
tions from a Carlson-type index system based upor,) 
chlorophyll and calibrated to reservoir data (91.6 per· 
cent versus 67.0 percent). Because of the importance 
of the second dimension, rankings of reservoirs based 
upon chlorophyll would not necessarily correspond to 
rankings based upon transparency or upon nutrients. 
These factors should be considered in interpreting 
water quality data and in applying empirical 
eutrophication models to reservoirs. 
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